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Abstract
This report describes ongoing work aiming at improving speech recognition performance by
utilising statistical relations between the separate parts of an utterance. In the proposed
method, the whole utterance is viewed as one observation of a multidimensional stochastic
variable. The dimensions are the acoustic feature vector elements for each phone in the
phonetic transcription of the recognition candidate. Long-distance relations are represented
by the use of a full covariance matrix. The matrix is composed during recognition, by
combining previously trained, smaller phone pair matrixes. Preliminary studies show that
correlation is much stronger within-phone than within-utterance. Filter amplitudes are much
more correlated than cepstrum and formant parameters. The proposed method is being
investigated for rescoring a list of candidates produced by an initial recognition stage.
Preliminary results show the possibilities and directions for further development.

Introduction
The dominating technique in current systems for speech recognition is Hidden Markov
Models (HMM). A fundamental assumption in Markov models is independence between
observations. This means that every time interval in the speech signal is regarded as
statistically independent of other parts of the utterance. An important advantage with this
assumption is that the search algorithm can be very fast, which allows for recognition of
large vocabularies in real time. However, it is well known that there are strong relations
within an utterance as a consequence of time-invariant characteristics of the speaker and the
acoustic environment. Current HMM algorithms ignore this constraint. As an example, a
speaker independent recognition system is allowed to use different speaker models for
different parts of the utterance. These solutions could be removed by using knowledge of the
relations between different phoneme realisations by one person (speaker coherence).
Examples at the acoustic level include quantitative relations between formant frequencies of
different vowels. There are also dependencies at the phonological level. The probability of
application of certain rules are statistically inter-dependent. It is likely that a speaker is
consistent in his usage of optional pronunciation and that certain rules are linked to each
other. For example, a speaker is expected to use the same [r] allophone at different
occasions, especially for the same phonetic environment. Also certain speaker deviation
from the training conditions, such as Lombard speech could be accounted for, as well as
additive noise and frequency characteristics of microphone and the electric transmission.
Certain types of relation between acoustic and non-acoustic information might also be
treated in the same way. For example, vowel reduction phenomena (Lindblom, 1963) exhibit
relations between duration and steady-state formant frequencies. Another example is the
decreasing amplitude during the course of an utterance.
The strength of the observed inter-phone relations is believed to depend significantly with
the choice of parametric representation. Non-linearities in the speech production chain make
the relations increasingly complex at stages closer to the speech signal, and an assumption of
linear correlation will be accordingly less valid. Due to this, there are theoretical advantages
of production-oriented representation, such as articulatory and formant parameters compared
to direct measurement of spectral amplitudes or cepstral coefficients. In practice, however,



the difficulty in extracting the former parameters is likely to produce errors that lower the
benefits of that kind of representation.
The correlation in time between neighbouring parts in an utterance has since long been
accounted for by measuring first and second time-differentiated feature vectors (Blomberg
and Elenius, 1982, Furui, 1986). Explicit correlation in a short time window has also been
used (Wellekens, 1987). This information has been shown to improve performance.
However, a limitation in this technique is that the differentiation window has to be kept
short, since, otherwise, variation in speech rate will generate large variation in the acoustic
events covered by the window. Previous work to account for correlation between non-
adjacent speech segments has been reported, among others, by Niyogi and Zue (1991), who
studied different approaches to exploit within-speaker correlation for vowel recognition.
Ström (1996), and Hazen and Glass (1997) performed simultaneous adaptation and
recognition to account for the constraints of a single speaker throughout the utterance.

Approach
In this report, the relations are explored by modelling a hypothesised identity of an utterance
with a multi-dimensional, Gaussian statistical distribution with full covariance matrix, where
the elements along rows and columns are made up from the spectral vector elements of each
phone in the assumed phone sequence. It is, however, impossible to train covariance
matrixes for every allowed utterance identity. The utterance matrix is, therefore, dynamically
assembled from a set of trained phone-pair covariance matrixes, individually for each
hypothesis of the identity of the utterance.
Removing the independence assumption makes it necessary to find a search path that
maximises the joint probability of all phones in the hypothesis. Due to the intensive
computation, a complete search is, however, not suitable. To reduce the search, we use the
time positions of the phoneme boundaries that have been produced by a separate alignment
procedure and don’t try to optimise the search over different phoneme boundary positions. In
this way, it is well suited for rescoring a number of recognition candidates that have been
produced and time aligned in a first recognition stage.
Although theoretically preferable, it is not realistic to use correlation between triphones. The
number of triphone pairs are in the order of several millions and the required size of the
training data containing sufficient number of observations of each pair makes a full coverage
of these covariance matrixes practically impossible. The necessary memory size for storing
the models is also too large for practical usage. The phone pair inventory is substantially
smaller than that of triphones and the number of observations of each pair in the training
data is correspondingly larger. On the other hand, the phonetic discriminability of these units
is lower. In this paper, we apply an intermediate approximation. For a hypothesised phone
pair, we use the averaged triphone pair covariance, i. e., the average of the individual
covariance matrixes of all triphone pairs that have the correct mid phone identities. Note that
this covariance matrix is different from the corresponding context-independent phone pair
matrix.

Experiment
Currently, the Waxholm data base (Bertenstam et al, 1995) is used for experiments. Three
spectral representation forms are studied: formants, filterbank amplitudes and cepstrum
coefficients. As acoustic observations of the phone segments are chosen the two corner
points of the poly-line approximation of the input parameter trajectories (Blomberg, 1994).
The reason for this was that this representation reproduces the utterance with low error using
few data points. Alternative choices are phone mid-point sampling or average values during
the phone. The low sampling rate introduces a risk that important information in the



utterance is discarded. This makes it necessary to combine the approach with conventional
recognition technique with higher time resolution.
In order to reach practical processing times, the size of the utterance covariance matrix is
limited to 300*300. The number of spectral parameters per phone is adjusted to reach this
value for each hypothesised transcription and can be quite low for a long utterance. As an
example, in a 10-word sentence candidate with in average 6 phones per word, the spectral
feature vector will contain only 5 elements. This will reduce the phonetic discriminability
considerably.
Due to numerical problems in the matrix operations for formants and cepstrum parameters,
only filter amplitudes are currently studied for recognition. This problem may be explained
by larger variations in the dynamic range for the formants and cepstrum coefficients than for
filter parameters.

Preliminary results
High correlation is found between filter amplitudes within the same phonetic segment. Two
occurrences of a phoneme in the same utterance are less correlated. Examples of these two
cases are shown in Fig. 1 for the first corner point of the parameter trajectories. One obvious
reason for the decrease in the latter case is the different phonetic context of the two phone
observations. Initial studies of the within-utterance correlation between non-identical but
similar phonemes indicate that their correlation is still lower, as also could be expected.

Figure 1. Within-phone and within-utterance correlation of filter amplitudes for [s].

The observed within-phone correlation in the cepstrum and formant domains are, as
expected, much lower than in the filter representation. The correlation between two phones
in the same utterance seems to be of similar magnitude in the cepstrum and filter domains.
The formant domain exhibits relatively high correlation between source amplitude
parameters and between estimated formant frequencies and their bandwidths.
The current rescoring results are very preliminary and not better than in (Blomberg, 1997).

Discussion
Except for within-phone observations, the observed correlation may still be too weak to give
essential contribution to recognition performance. Another explanation to the lower
correlation is that even if there is strong relation, it may not be immediately visible in the



covariance matrix if there is dependency between more than two variables. Principle
component analysis will be used to find the most important axes of variation.
The recognition results are yet too preliminary for conclusions concerning possible
performance improvement. The imposed limitation of the matrix size reduces the acoustic
information severely. The number of parameters can be reduced, mainly by principle
component analysis. Using mid-point sampling of the phones instead of corner point
sampling will strengthen the observed correlations by reducing the variation caused by
coarticulation to the neighbouring phonetic context. Another possible improvement of the
technique is the incorporation of relations between non-acoustic and acoustic features.
Similar covariance matrixes for triphone pairs with identical mid-phones may be a too
simple assumption. It is possible that both average and covariance data have to be treated
context-dependently. This, on the other hand puts very high demand on the size of the
training data and on the disk space for storing all triphone-pair matrixes. To increase the
number of phone pair observations in the training material, one might also consider
observations by the same speaker but spoken in separate utterances.
The proposed technique to incorporate long distance relations in an utterance still suffers
from several remaining problems regarding accuracy, speed and memory requirements.
Nevertheless, it is regarded that the use of this information enables increased recognition
accuracy and robustness and that it will be a valuable future complement to current
recognition techniques.
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